How would Murray write-in bid affect race for mayor?

How might Murray's write-in campaign impact the mayoral race in Seattle? Murray's write-in bid could affect the race by drawing votes away from other candidates, potentially weakening their chances of winning. It's possible that Murray's campaign could strengthen his supporters' resolve to see him elected, or it could dilute his support, depending on how well he mobilizes his base.
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SNOQUALMIE PASS TO CANADA IN 34 DAYS — ON SKIS

Backcountry skiers Trevor Kostanich and Forest McBrain have completed one of the most ambitious ski ventures ever attempted in Washington's mountains.
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Scalise has surgery as officials track path of shooter

U.S. Rep. Steve Scalise, the Louisiana congressman shot Wednesday in a Virginia field, continued to improve Thursday at the George Washington University Hospital Center, according to hospital officials.
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IMPROVED IN LAST 24 HOURS

Scalise underwent emergency surgery and received multiple units of blood, the hospital said.

By the end of the day, they„ their cellphones (equipped with GPS) had died.
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This is what the trip was like.

By the end of the day, they„ their cellphones (equipped with GPS) had died. Their take.

Trevor Kostanich climbs a slope near Dome Peak in his ski boots. Kostanich and his ski partner, Forrest McBrain, spent 34 days traversing from Snoqualmie Pass to the Canadian border in a single, unbroken push. The pair emerged from the wilderness a week ago, with survival stories to share.
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